Connect to Legacy LATTE

As of February, 2015, Legacy LATTE is no longer directly available from off campus. It is still available to current students (who took classes before 2013), staff and faculty from off campus by using the Wormhole VPN system. Legacy LATTE is the older version of the Moodle LMS that housed course content from Fall of 2007 to Fall of 2013. Course from Summer 2010 to Fall of 2013 are still available to instructors here. Courses older than Summer of 2010 have been archived and can be retrieved by contacting Academic Technology. Newer courses can be found in ‘New’ LATTE at http://latte.brandeis.edu.

To connect to Legacy LATTE from on campus, click on this link and log in as you normally would.

To connect to Legacy LATTE from off campus: use the Wormhole VPN system.

Step-by-step guide

1. Open your web browser and go to https://wormhole.brandeis.edu

2. Log in with your Brandeis username and password.

3. In the empty box in the upper right area, enter in moodle.brandeis.edu and press the 'Browse' button.
4. You will now be connected to the Legacy Latte system.
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